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Section 1: Sec One (1 to 44)
Details:
Logical Reasoning
QUESTION: 1
When the goalie has been chosen, the Smalltown Bluebirds hockey team has a starting
lineup that is selected from two groups:
First Group: John, Dexter, Bart, Erwin
Second Group: Leanne, Roger, George, Marlene, Patricia
When deciding on the players in the lineup, the coach considers the following
requirements:
Two players are always chosen from the first group, while three are chosen from the
second group.
George will only start if Bart also starts. Dexter and Bart will not start together.
If George starts, Marlene won't start.
The 4 fastest players are: John, Bart, George and Patricia
3 of the 4 fastest players will always be chosen.
If George is in the starting lineup, who must also start?
A. Marlene or John
B. Dexter or Leanne
C. Dexter or John
D. John or Patricia
E. Marlene or Roger

Answer: D
QUESTION: 2
When the goalie has been chosen, the Smalltown Bluebirds hockey team has a starting
lineup that is selected from two groups:
First Group: John, Dexter, Bart, Erwin
Second Group: Leanne, Roger, George, Marlene, Patricia
When deciding on the players in the lineup, the coach considers the following
requirements:
Two players are always chosen from the first group, while three are chosen from the
second group.
George will only start if Bart also starts. Dexter and Bart will not start together.
If George starts, Marlene won't start.
The 4 fastest players are: John, Bart, George and Patricia
3 of the 4 fastest players will always be chosen.
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Which of the following pairs cannot start together?
A. Erwin and Dexter
B. George and John
C. Roger and John
D. John and Bart
E. Patricia and Marlene

Answer: A
QUESTION: 3
When the goalie has been chosen, the Smalltown Bluebirds hockey team has a starting
lineup that is selected from two groups:
First Group: John, Dexter, Bart, Erwin
Second Group: Leanne, Roger, George, Marlene, Patricia
When deciding on the players in the lineup, the coach considers the following
requirements:
Two players are always chosen from the first group, while three are chosen from the
second group.
George will only start if Bart also starts. Dexter and Bart will not start together.
If George starts, Marlene won't start.
The 4 fastest players are: John, Bart, George and Patricia
3 of the 4 fastest players will always be chosen.
If Marlene is on the starting lineup, which of the following players will be the first group
players who will also be starting?
A. John
B. John and Dexter
C. John and Bart
D. John, Dexter and Bart
E. John, Erwin and Bart
Answer: C
QUESTION: 4
When the goalie has been chosen, the Smalltown Bluebirds hockey team has a starting
lineup that is selected from two groups:
First Group: John, Dexter, Bart, Erwin
Second Group: Leanne, Roger, George, Marlene, Patricia
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When deciding on the players in the lineup, the coach considers the following
requirements:
Two players are always chosen from the first group, while three are chosen from the
second group.
George will only start if Bart also starts. Dexter and Bart will not start together.
If George starts, Marlene won't start.
The 4 fastest players are: John, Bart, George and Patricia
3 of the 4 fastest players will always be chosen.
Of the following hockey players, who must start?
A. Patricia
B. John
C. George
D. Marlene
E. Bart
Answer: E
QUESTION: 5
On the popular children's television show, there are four little animals that make up the
“Creature Buddies” are digitally animate. Since that means that they can't make a live
stage performance, while the Creature Buddies are on tour, each is represented by a
puppet that is operated by a chief and an assistant puppeteer.
The Creature Buddies are a: Dragon, Gorilla, Kangaroo, and Tiger.
The Creature's Names are: Audrey, Hamish, Melville, Rex
The Chief Puppeteers are: Ben, Jill, Paul and Sue
The Assistant Puppeteers are: Dave, Gale, Pam and Tom
Melville isn't the puppet who is operated by Sue and her assistant Pam.
Hamish's chief puppeteer (who is not Jill) is assisted by Tom.
Ben is in charge of the dragon, but Jill doesn't have anything to do with the kangaroo.
Dave is the assistant puppeteer for the tiger.
Rex, whose chief is Paul, isn't the gorilla (who's name is not Melville).
What is the name of the Dragon?
A. Audrey
B. Hamish
C. Melville
D. Rex
E. Dave
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